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ates, so as to provide the 

participants with valuable 

insight about growing 

their local business. 

We have condensed more 

than a decade of experi-

ence into a one-day course 

that allows insurance 

company staff to be crea-

tive and self-reliant. 

This is a much less expen-

sive alternative to a full 

consulting assignment. 

This is a much less expen-

sive alternative to a full 

consulting assignment. 

 

 

 

In competitive markets, 

life insurance companies 

typically engage in a con-

tinuous process of prod-

uct development as they 

strive to respond to both 

competitors' initiatives 

and changes in legal,  

their regulatory, eco-

nomic and demographic 

environment. 

The goal of life insurance 

product design and de-

velopment should be to 

generate an insurance 

policy that unmistakably 

fulfils a need of a specific 

target market and that is 

readily snapped up by 

such market. 

The product must also 

meet the carrier's corpo-

rate and marketing ob-

jectives in terms of re-

turn on equity. 

We will pitch the content 

of the workshop to the 

specific characteristics of 

the market where the 

hiring company oper-

A State-of-the-Art Learning Experience 

CASE STUDIES 

Participants learn by apply-
ing tools and techniques to 
real-life examples. Small 
exercises will be assigned 
for the case studies. 

Product Design & Development 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 Describe the product 
design & development 
process and under-
stand the steps in-
volved 

 Analyze how external 
factors influence prod-
uct design & develop-
ment 

 Understand pricing 
components and ana-
lyse profit measures 

 Discuss new product 
trends in major life 
insurance markets 

A ONE-DAY HANDS-ON WORKSHOP 

PRODUCT DESIGN AND  

DEVELOPMENT IS A CRITICAL 

ACTIVITY FOR A COMPANY‘S 

GROWTH 

Agenda 

MORNING SESSION 

 The product development cycle 

 Key elements in product design and 

development 

 Pricing strategy 

Focus: product development and pricing 

processes, within an enterprise risk man-

agement framework 

 

 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

 Profit measurement and analysis 

 Profit optimization 

 Product trends 

 

Focus: profit recognition; discussion 

over new product trends 

 

 This course is complemented with illustrations and practical exercises, that allow the participant to better 
grasp theoretical concepts. 
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